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Setting up your interview�

If possible, talk to the potential interviewee on the phone or in person first, to get some basic�

details. Gently dissuade them from giving you their stories at this point.�

It is useful to have an an address and phone number for the interviewee. An email is handy�

too.�

Write a letter to the interviewee to confirm the time and date.�

There is a template (which includes directions to WCML) in�

Provide the information on the date and time of the interview to the library assistant who�

can book it in the main calendar.�

It’s useful to ask them to include phone numbers for the interviewee and you in the calendar�

booking.�

If possible, use the time before the interview to find out more about the place the�

interviewee worked at.�
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The day of your interview (1/3)�

Check which room the interview will be in (Q or B are good choices). Make sure there are�

enough chairs, plus a chair or small table to put the recorder on.�

Make sure you have a copy of the consent form ready for the interviewee to sign at the end.�

Have a copy of the expenses form to hand as well. Put out a glass of water.�

Put the ‘do not disturb’ sign on the outside of the interview room.�

Get the recorder out and check it’s working. It’ll need to be plugged in.�

Give yourself plenty of time - interviewees often turn up early.�
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The day of your interview (2/3)�

Chat with interviewee to keep the atmosphere informal.�

Explain to the interviewee that as much as possible you will be using silent gestures during�

the interview rather than how you might usually encourage them to continue.�

Put the recorder onto standby (flashing red light) while you adjust its position.�

Once you’ve started the recorder, check:�

• sound levels on the recorder should be moving and roughly in the middle�

• the timer should be counting up�

• the red light should be on constant (otherwise it’s in standby)�

Start with your name, who you’re interviewing and the date�

Early prompts:�

• where and when born�

• some background on their family and/or area they grew up�

Try to ask questions which give the interviewee a chance to open up about themselves.�

‘Why’, ‘how’, ‘explain’, ‘describe’ and ‘tell me more...’ are useful.�

Remember we want them to tell their stories, not what they think we want to hear.�

If you’re unclear on something, don’t be afraid to ask for clarification.�

Try to keep your input short, so we hear as much as possible of the interviewee.�

Keep listening – don’t plan your next question. You may pick up on additional information�

that way.�

If they are useful, choose some of the themes from the following page.�
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The day of your interview (3/3)�

Opening themes:�

Introduction�

·� Where and when were they born?�

Work�

·� When did they start working?�

·� How did they get the job at Ward and Goldstone/Agecroft/Haworth’s?�

·� Did family members work there too?�

·� What was their main role at the workplace?�

·� What were their daily activities?�

Community�

·� Where did they live at the time?�

·� How long had they lived there?�

·� Who did they live with?�

Workplace-related themes:�

Unions�

·� Involvement in Unions / Movements / Campaign Groups etc.�

·� Union / Campaign Activities – How were they involved, if at all? What did these activities consist�
of?�

·� Awareness of Labour disputes in the workplace�

·� Eddie Frow (Ward and Goldstone link mainly)�

Workplace conditions�

·� Equality in the workplace�

·� Health and safety equipment / work clothing�

·� Working conditions – Changes / Improvements over time? Noisy, dangerous? Etc�

Social aspects�

·� Local Community�

·� Housing�

·� Social events through work / Working clubs / Sports teams etc�
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How to save your interview from the recorder (1/4)�

Please don’t delete from the recorder, just copy.�

Attach the white USB lead to the computer and the�

recorder (the slot for the smaller end of the lead is at the�

bottom under the flap).�

The lead lives in the drawer with the recorders.�

Plug in the recorder and turn it on.�

You may need to wait for the computer to pop up a speech�

bubble saying ‘Found New Hardware - Your new hardware�

is installed and ready to use’.�

If there is more than one recording, listen to them until�

you find yours. Take a note of the file name.�

To find your interview, double click on�

There may be more than one ‘Removable Disk’ displayed.�

Copy the file with your interview by�right-clicking� on it�

and clicking on�Copy�.�
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How to save your interview from the recorder (2/4)�

We will save the file in a temporary place first.�

Open�My Documents�.�

Paste the file by�right-clicking� in an empty part of the window and clicking on�Paste�.�

Now we need to convert it from WAV to MP3� (otherwise it takes up too much room on the shared drive)�

Opening a file with Audacity�

When you try to open the file in Audacity, a warning box may pop up. If it does, just click�OK�.�

If you double-click an interview, you will play it�
with Windows Media Player.�

If you want to edit it, you need to�right-click� on�
the interview and choose�Open with -->�
Audacity�

If Audacity is not in the list, click on�Choose�
Program...� at the bottom of the menu.�

An�Open With� window like this should pop up.�

Click on the�Browse...� button.�

There should be an Audacity folder in either the�
Program Files� or�Program Files(x86)� folders that�
come up. Open the folder and double click on�
audacity�.�

The file may take a few minutes to open if the interview is large.�
(This may be a good point to go and make a cup of tea!)�

If there is a tick in this box,�
click on it to untick it.�
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How to save your interview from the recorder (3/4)�

When the file opens, it should look�
something like this:�

Click�File� then�Export...�(not Save)�

What looks like an ordinary save window will pop up - it should have ‘MP3 file’ towards the bottom.�

Give the file a descriptive name:�e.g. Invisible Histories interview - Joe Bloggs 21.11.2014�

Make sure it is saved in the following folder:�

When you then close the Audacity file, you will be asked if you want to save. Click�No�.�

You will get a window like this which pops up. Just�

click�OK�.�
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How to save your interview from the recorder (4/4)�

Before you turn off or unplug the recorder:�

Find the�Safely Remove Hardware� button in the bottom right-hand corner (near the clock) and click on it�

once.  Choose the top (or only) option on the pop-up list.�

Once the speech bubble has popped up, you can disconnect the recorder from the computer and turn off.�

It is worth going to the folder at this point and checking the file is there and that it plays all right.�
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How to write your index/summary (1/2)�

Open this file:�

Straightaway save the file into the same folder�(make sure you are in the shared�

drive, as Microsoft Word usually tries to save to ‘My Documents’)� as�

Invisible Histories interview summary –� <�NAME OF INTERVIEWEE>�

(e.g.�Invisible Histories interview summary - Bob Jones�)�

Use the minimise button to ‘push’ this window to the bottom of the screen:�

The template for summaries is on the S drive.� It can be found by going to:�

Ask Jane what the interview reference should be.�
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How to write your index/summary (2/2)�

The interview recording is also on the S drive.�

Hints and tips:�

·� You can use the ‘tab’ key to�

move from one box to the next�

within a table�

·� Use the ‘tab’ key from the last�

box of the table to add a row�

·� Rows will expand to fill�

whatever text you put in them�

Think of writing a ‘headline’ for each section of the recording. You don’t have to go into lots of detail.�

·� You can find the length of the�

recording by looking on the�

right-hand side of Media�

Player�

·� You can use the drag bar at�

the bottom of Media Player to�

move backwards or forwards�

When you have finished the index, go back to the top of the file and write a paragraph to summarise the�

interview (maximum 100 words)�
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How to write a transcription (1/2)�

The template for transcriptions is on the S drive.� It can be found by going to:�

Open this file:�

Before you do anything else, save the file into the same folder�(make sure you are in the shared drive,�
as Microsoft Word usually tries to save to ‘My Documents’)� as�

Invisible Histories transcription <name>�

(e.g.�Invisible Histories transcription Bob Jones�)�

Use the minimise button to ‘push’ this window to the bottom of the screen:�

Ask Jane what the interview reference should be.�
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How to write a transcription (1/2)�

Hints and tips:�

·� You can use the ‘tab’ key to move from one box to�

the next within a table�

·� Use the ‘tab’ key from the last box of the table to�

add a row�

·� Rows will expand to fill whatever text you put in�

·� You can find the length of the recording by�

looking on the right-hand side of Media Player�

·� You can use the drag bar at the bottom of Media�

Player to move backwards or forwards through�

the recording.�

The interview recording is also on the S drive.�

It is very important you write every word the interviewee said�(except umm... ah... etc)�

Questions can be summarised.�

·� It may help to have the summary to�

hand while doing this�

·� Please indicate questions and�

answers with�Q� or�A�in the first�

column�

·� Start a new box for a new question�

or answer�
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The interviews are all on the S drive.�

You can find them by double-clicking on these in turn:�

For any extract you plan to work with, make a note of the interview� file name� and the�start and end time�
of the extract.�

If you double-click an interview, you will play it�
with Windows Media Player.�

If you want to edit it, you need to�right-click� on�
the interview and choose�Open with -->�
Audacity�

Opening a file with Audacity�

The file may take a few minutes to open if the interview is large.�
(This may be a good point to go and make a cup of tea!)�

Simple audio editing (1/5)�

If Audacity is not in the list, click on�Choose�
Program...� at the bottom of the menu.�

An�Open With� window like this should pop up.�

Click on the�Browse...� button.�

There should be an Audacity folder in either the�
Program Files� or�Program Files(x86)� folders that�
come up. Open the folder and double click on�
audacity�.�

If there is a tick in this box,�
click on it to untick it.�
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When the file�
opens, it should�
look something like�
this:�

Simple audio editing (2/5)�

Some useful Audacity basics�

You will mainly use the�play�and�stop�buttons on this�
control panel.�

Select the top button if you want to choose a point in the recording or select a section.�
The bottom button helps you zoom in on particular sections (select it and then�click�on the blue�
zigzags to�zoom in�or�right click� to�zoom out�.�

The ‘time counter’ will help you find where you are in the recording.�
You can move the scroll bar at the bottom of the window to move backwards and forwards.�

The�undo� key - at any time you can click this and undo the thing you’ve just done (or things if you�
keep clicking).�
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This is just like copying text in Word:�

·� Go to the�Edit� menu at the top and choose�Copy� (not Cut) -�you can also hold down the ctrl key on the�

keyboard and press C�

·� Go to the�File� menu and choose�New� (�or press ctrl and N on the keyboard�)�

·� When the new blank window opens, go to�Edit� and choose�Paste� (�or ctrl and V�)�

·� You can use the copy/paste buttons if you prefer:�

Copy this selection into a new file to work on�

One way to select an extract is to click at the start of the section�

you want and hold the mouse button down while moving it and�

then let go when you have the section you want (this is a lot like�

selecting text in a Word document).�

The area will go a darker colour.�

A more precise way to select a block is:�

·� Simply type in the boxes at the bottom, the start and end times�

of the section you wish to work with.�

Selecting an extract�

Don’t worry too much at this point if your selection isn’t exactly right - it’s fine for it too start a little early�

and/or end a little late. You can trim the start and end off using the instructions on the next page.�

Simple audio editing (3/5)�
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Simple audio editing (4/5)�

Play it through and make sure it starts and finishes exactly where you want it to.�

Make sure you’re happy with your extract�

Don’t forget that if you make a mistake at any point, it doesn’t matter.�

Simply press the undo button:�

To trim a bit off the beginning�

Click at the start of the bit you actually want (make sure               is selected) or enter the start time�

in the box at the bottom.�

Play to check that you’re at the right point to start your recording.�

Then select the bit you don’t want by going to�Edit --> Select --> Track start to cursor� (�or hold�

down the shift key and J�).�

Use the Delete key on the keyboard to get rid of this bit.�

Trimming a bit off the end�

Click at the start of the bit you want to get rid of (or enter a time)�

Then�Edit --> Select --> Cursor to track end� (�or the shift and K keys together�).�

Press the Delete key on the keyboard to remove the section.�
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Exporting and saving your extract�

Click�File� then�Export...�(not Save)�

What looks like an ordinary save window will pop up - it should have ‘MP3 file’ towards the bottom.�

Give the file a descriptive name:�e.g. Joe Bloggs - first day at Ward & Goldstone�

Make sure it is saved in the following folder:�

When you then close the Audacity file, you will be asked if you want to save. Click�No�.�

Simple audio editing (5/5)�

You will get a window like this which pops up. Just�

click�OK�.�
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Burning interviews to CD - using Windows XP�
You will need to make�two� copies of the interview on CD.�

One for the interviewee, one for the Library.�

Find the interview:�

Right click on the interview and choose�Add to Burn List.�Right click on the interview and choose�Add to Burn List.�

When Window Media Player opens, click on the�Burn� tab.�

Put a CD in the CD tray, close it and click on�Start Burn�

When the CD has been created, the drawer will open. Put in a blank CD and repeat.�

If the interview is longer than 1 hour and 10 minutes, you will need to split the interview into two�

shorter files and burn each one to a separate CD.�

Use Audacity to split the file - keep the original file intact for the shared drive.�
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Burning interviews to CD - using Windows 7�
You will need to make�two� copies of the interview on CD.�

One for the interviewee, one for the Library.�

Find the interview:�

Click and hold on the interview and�
drag it to the ‘Drag items here’ section�
on the right�.�

Choose the top option on�
this pop-up:�

Click on the�Start burn� button.�

Put a CD in the CD tray and close it.�

When the CD has been�
created, the drawer�
will open. Put in a�
blank CD and repeat.�

If the interview is longer than 1 hour and 10 minutes, you will need to split the interview into two�

shorter files and burn each one to a separate CD.�

Use Audacity to split the file - keep the original file intact for the shared drive.�

A Windows Media Player window like this should open:�
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Final things to think about:�

Jane will need to know about the interview, index/summary and  transcription (if done), so�

she can add them to the catalogue.�

Send a copy of the consent form, a CD of the interview and a ‘thank you’ letter to the�

interviewee. Make sure you use a padded envelope.�

You can find a template for a ‘thank you’ letter here:�


